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Optical nonlinearity versus mechanical anharmonicity contrast in dynamic
mode apertureless scanning near-field optical microscopy
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We show that the contrast mechanism in dynamic mode apertureless scanning near-field optical
microscopy is in general a combination of both spatially nonlinear optical interaction and temporally
anharmonic mechanical cantilever motion. Mechanical factors are found experimentally to easily
overshadow the optical signal, leading to artifacts not yet well documented in the literature. Our
algebraic analysis provides a systematic framework to identify and control the relative influence of
the competing contrast origins. © 2005 American Institute of Physics. �DOI: 10.1063/1.2108125�
Free-space optics using conventional far-field lens or
mirror objectives for local excitation of light-matter interac-
tion affords a spatial resolution which is limited by diffrac-
tion effects, typically to about half the wavelength, that is, a
few 100 nm for visible radiation. Even though Synge1 sug-
gested already in 1928 to utilize optical near fields at a sub-
diffraction size aperture to go beyond this limit, only after
1970 was his idea realized.2–6 By now, a great variety of
aperture-based scanning near-field optical microscopy
�SNOM� techniques has been established, yet the quest for
ever-better resolution has recently introduced a novel type of
nano-optical instrument. The scattering type or apertureless
SNOM �aSNOM� has been demonstrated to offer local-field
mapping7–10 and also material contrast.11–13

The majority of aSNOM implementations so far are
based on dynamic mode atomic force microscopes �AFMs�,
that is, the tip-sample distance is modulated periodically
while an optical excitation field interacts with the tip-sample
system. The strong nonlinear dependence of the scattered
optical field on the tip-sample distance in the sub-10-nm
range allows to extract near-field optical information at
higher harmonics of the cantilever vibration frequency �Fig.
1�. Here an essential assumption is that the local potential
U�d� of the cantilever motion is parabolic and its power
spectrum d��� shows just a single peak at 1� �solid� with no
anharmonic contributions �dashed�. Ideally, I��� contains
purely near-field optical signals detectable at 2� ,3� , . . .,
due to the nonlinearity of I�d�; other optical interactions
such as reflections or shadowing are suppressed as they vary
linearly with the tip position and are detectable only at 1�.
In general, however, the cantilever motion will always be
somewhat anharmonic, leading to higher harmonics contri-
butions to I��� generated by the mechanical properties of
the tip-sample system. Indeed, contrast in material surface
properties can be obtained entirely nonoptically by deliberate
excitation of anharmonic AFM cantilever motion and obser-
vation at higher harmonic frequencies.14–21 In the context of
dynamic mode aSNOM, this mechanical influence consti-
tutes an important source of artifacts—hitherto underappre-
ciated in the literature. For ideal measurements of optical
contrast only, mechanical anharmonic contributions must be
suppressed by careful choices of AFM drive and set point.
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Under suboptimal conditions, to recover the optical informa-
tion, one needs additional measurements �varying mechani-
cal or optical experimental parameters or tracing the cantile-
ver motion separately� and an analytical model such as the
one we develop in the following.

To analyze the essential features of the intricate interplay
of mechanical anharmonicity and optical nonlinearity in dy-
namic aSNOM, we combine a Taylor and a Fourier expan-
sion of the experimental signal. We do not consider directly
the scattered radiation field Es that carries the near-field op-
tical information from the sample to a suitable detector. In-
stead, we focus on the electric photocurrent I generated in
the detection process because different varieties of aSNOM
setups may translate the optical into electric information
quite differently. �For instance, I� �Es�2, Es ·Er, and
Es ·Er exp�i�rt� for direct, homodyne, and heterodyne inter-
ferometric detection, respectively.� Common to all of them is
that the photocurrent is modulated by the AFM tip oscillation
d�t� at an eigenfrequency � /2��50–500 kHz. The I�d�
dependence can be rather nonlinear for distances less than
the effective radius of the tip apex �typically a few nanom-
eters�. A Taylor series expansion about a conveniently chosen
reference distance dr allows to keep only lowest-order terms,

I�d� = I�0� + �d − dr�I�1� + 1
2 �d − dr�2I�2� + ¯ .

Here, �I�n�� are the real-valued nth derivatives of the scat-
tered amplitude signal, which contain only optical
information—about the tip-sample interaction and also the
spatial behavior of the excitation field. Care must be taken in

FIG. 1. Schematic of the dynamic aSNOM demodulation for true near-field
optical contrast. �a� Effective potential U of the mechanical motion of the
cantilever as a function of the tip-sample distance d. �b� Time behavior and
�c� power spectrum of the cantilever motion. �d� The photocurrent I gener-
ated by the scattered radiation as a function of the tip-sample distance, its

time behavior �e� and power spectrum �f�.
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choosing the reference location dr. In the present context, as
we discuss an oscillating tip, the average tip location d0 is a
natural choice, leading to low-order convergence. However,
when the tip approaches the sample surface from afar or
when the oscillation amplitude changes while in contact, the
variable d0=dr indirectly changes the coefficients I�n� as
well. Therefore, while in contact, an alternative choice is the
fix, lower point of the tip oscillation dr=0. In this case, we
may consider variations in the oscillation amplitude and still
the �I�n�� remain constant.

In incorporating the time dependence of the AFM tip
moving in a nonharmonic potential U�d�, an appropriate an-
satz is the Fourier analysis into harmonics of the oscillation
frequency �, where we expect only the lowest orders to be
relevant. We chose the complex representation d�t�
=	kdk exp�ik�t�, where the complex-valued coefficients ful-
fill d−k=dk for real-valued d�t�. They contain strictly infor-
mation about the mechanical properties of the tip-sample
system. Notice that the average location d0 of the tip and the
amplitude of vibration �d1� are kept constant by the feedback
loop of the AFM. The phase of d1 reflects the lag between
drive and tip oscillation. The anharmonic coefficients dk for
k�1 contain information about the total potential �with con-
tributions from the tip-sample interaction potentials as well
as the intracantilever potential associated with bending its
beam� and require a detailed model and the solution of the
corresponding differential equations of motion for any more
specific interpretation.

The resulting complete expansion of the electrical signal
generated by the optical detector,

I�t� = 	
k

eik�t
I�0��0k + I�1�dk +
1

2
I�2�	

m

dk−mdm

+
1

6
I�3�	

m,n
dk−mdm−ndn + ¯ � ,

contains a mixture of optical and mechanical informations.
�We absorb dr in d0 to ease the notation.� Evidently, there
will be sidebands in the frequency domain at all integral
multiples k� of the tip vibration frequency, which, with ap-
propriate electronics to generate the corresponding electronic
reference signals, can be recorded with a lock-in amplifier
independently of each other.

The action of a two-phase lock-in amplifier can be rep-

resented in the complex domain by �T→��
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Sk
± =
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T
�

0
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I�d�t��e±ik�tdt .

Note that the identity relations Sk
+=Sk

−=S−k
+ afford us with

redundancy that compresses all obtainable information—
optical and mechanical—into a reduced subset, say, �Sk�0

+ �,
of all complex coefficients. An actual dual-phase lock-in am-
plifier measures, of course, simultaneously the two real-
valued quantities R�Sk

+� and I�Sk
+�, from which the ampli-

tude and phase of Sk
+ can be determined.

One extreme case is the perfectly linear dependence of
photocurrent and tip-sample distance for all d�t�,

Sk�0
+ = I�1�dk, �1�

which yields purely mechanical information. This can be the
case, for instance, if the excitation focus is misaligned not at
the apex but at the bulk of the oscillating tip.

If the Fourier spectrum of the tip oscillation is perfectly
harmonic, we have the opposite extreme case for obtaining
purely optical information. In the leading order, the signal
recorded at k�,

Sk�0
+ =

1

k!
I�k�d1

k, �2�

arises from the expansion coefficient I�k�. For aSNOM, we
are interested in the nonlinear contributions generated by
near-field optical tip-sample interactions at the tip’s apex.
Note that it is also possible to generate such signals solely
with optical excitation fields that vary nonlinearly in space,
which can be utilized to map eigenfields of nanometric
structures.22 Indeed, in the absence of any sample, the oscil-
lating tip may be used to characterize the focus volume of
the exciting radiation and to subsequently align the tip’s apex
with the exact center of the focus.

The undesired effect of intermixing anharmonic me-
chanical contributions with the nonlinear optical information
in the measured signal arises when the tip-sample motion is
excited beyond the perfectly harmonic motion �dk�0 for
k�1�. For example, when observing at 2�, there is in gen-
eral a competition between I�1�d2 representing mechanical
information, the term 1

2I�2�d1
2 related with optical informa-

tion, as well as the mixed term I�2�d0d2.
As mentioned above, there are two main sources for un-

desired mechanical anharmonicities: When the cantilever is

FIG. 2. An e-beam lithographically
defined Au pattern on glass, recorded
with a heterodyne interferometric aS-
NOM setup at 	=633 nm using a Au-
coated Si cantilever. �a� Topography.
�b�–�d� S3

+ for increasing drive voltage
at cantilever oscillation amplitude set-
points of 9, 20, and 80 nm, respec-
tively, keeping the set point to free-
space amplitude ratio constant at
96%. �e�–�g� S3

+ for increasing the
drive voltage at a constant set point of
9 nm corresponding to 84%, 42%, and
21% of the free-space amplitudes,
respectively.
overdriven, the anharmonic beam-bending potential gives
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rise to a sample-independent signal, setting an upper limit to
the vibration amplitude. Second, the tip-sample interaction
potential may be anharmonic due to, e.g., snap in, intermit-
tent contact, or too low set point �i.e., the ratio of surface
engaged to free-space cantilever oscillation amplitude�. Snap
in was found empirically to occur when the product of the
spring constant and the vibration amplitude is less than
200 nN.23 This implies a minimum amplitude for harmonic
vibration of a given cantilever. If instead of the necessary
true noncontact mode the AFM is operated in intermittent
contact mode, many higher harmonics of the cantilever os-
cillation can be excited. An empirical rule of thumb,24 which
we verified by and large through independent checks �see
below�, ensures harmonic cantilever motion when the set
point amplitude is kept above 90% of the free-space am-
plitude. It is imaginable that these upper and lower limits
already contradict each other and prohibit the use of a given
cantilever in aSNOM.

In Fig. 2 we illustrate effects of the competition between
optical nonlinearity and mechanical anharmonicity with aS-
NOM studies of gold nanostructures on glass. For �b�–�d� we
increased the drive voltage but kept the set point at 96% of
the free-space amplitude, that is, �d1� grows proportionally. In
�b� the signal is still below detectability, in �c� proper condi-
tions for optical material contrast are met as predicted by Eq.
�2�, and in �d� the anharmonic cantilever potential gives rise
to overwhelming contributions to terms involving d2 ,d3 , . . ..
In the series ��b� and �e�–�g�� we again increase the free-
space amplitude but keep the AFM feedback amplitude �d1�
constant and thus decrease the set point to the free-space
amplitude ratio. The dominant optical term of Eq. �2� re-
mains below the detectability level as in �b� and any contrast
that evolves is mechanical in origin. In �e� first signs of an-
harmonic motion are discernable at the topographical sample
edges. In �f� we observe a nonoptical material contrast ac-
cording to Eq. �1�. Similarly to �d�, in �g� sample-material-
and topography-independent contrast due to anharmonic can-
tilever motion overwhelms the image. These findings under-
line the importance of avoiding mechanical contamination of
the optical signal and call for independent checks of the op-
tical image contrast mechanism.

Besides keeping the AFM vibration amplitude and set
point in the limits already discussed, several approaches are
possible to verify near-field optical contrast. As the desired
optical information results from the tip-sample interaction
only, off-apex illumination of the tip provides an effective
means of identifying any remaining mechanical motion arti-
Downloaded 10 Nov 2005 to 134.105.184.151. Redistribution subject to
facts. In fact, the beam deflection signal used in the AFM
feedback electronics is such a signal and testing for higher
harmonics contributions to this signal may even be done si-
multaneously with optical data acquisition. Another essential
check is the variation of the optical excitation properties,
such as wavelength, polarization, or phase. Without alter-
ation of the mechanical setup, any change in the image con-
trast obtained in this way will be due to the optical properties
of the system.

In conclusion, we have shown that knowledge of the
mechanical cantilever motion is crucial for true optical con-
trast in dynamic aSNOM. Experimental results demonstrate
how contrast due to anharmonic motion may mimic or even
eclipse nonlinear near-field optical contrast in a subtle way.
The algebraic analysis of the relative influences we provide
allows to identify and suppress undesired signal sources
systematically.
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